2015-2016 NASA ALABAMA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
SCHOLARSHIP & FELLOWSHIP AWARDEES

ALABAMA A&M UNIVERSITY
Dr. Aaron L. Adams, Campus Director

Undergraduate Scholar:

Justin Cole, Electrical Engineering, BS, May 2018
Jesse Matthews, Jr., Civil Engineering, BS, December 2017
Kasey McCoy, Civil Engineering, BS, December 2017
Troy X. Smith, Mechanical Engineering, BS, May 2017

Graduate Fellow:


AUBURN UNIVERSITY
Dr. David G. Beale, Campus Director

Undergraduate Scholars:

Dorian G.C. Hill, Electrical Engineering, BS, May 2017
Jacob D. Locke, Electrical Engineering, BS, December 2017
Julie Sarasua, Industrial and Systems Engineering, BS, May 2018
Colin Stelly, Aerospace Engineering, BS, May 2017

Graduate Fellow:


THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
Dr. John Baker, Campus Director

Undergraduate Scholars:

Kathryn McCoy, Civil and Environmental Engineering, BS, December 2016
Brianna Bolling, Aerospace Engineering and Spanish, BS, May 2018
Ashley Kiana Jeter, Metallurgical Engineering, BS, May 2018

*Joseph Drake Olmstead, Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics, BS, May 2017
Grace Silverstein, Mechanical Engineering, BS, May 2016

Moriah Simone Smoot, Materials and Metallurgical Engineering, BS, May 2016


Andrew John Zeller, Mechanical Engineering, BS, May 2017

Graduate Fellow:


THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA AT BIRMINGHAM
Dr. Yogesh K. Vohra, Campus Director

Undergraduate Scholars:

Ryan E. McConn, Computer Science, BS, May 2016

Bethanie N. Thomas, Civil Engineering, BS, December 2015

Graduate Fellow:


THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA IN HUNTSVILLE
Drs. Gerald R. Karr & Francis C. Wessling, Co-Campus Directors

Undergraduate Scholars:

Trey McFerrin, Aerospace Engineering, BS, May 2016

Deanna Smith, Astrophysics, BS, May 2016

Teacher Education Scholar:

Katherine C. Pohly, Chemistry Science Education, BS, May 2017

Demeco S. Pope, Biological Science Education, BS, May 2017

Graduate Fellow:

THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH ALABAMA  
Dr. John W. Steadman, Campus Director

Undergraduate Scholars:

Chad Michael Austin, Computer Engineering & Mathematics, BS, December 2017
Ryan Hutchison, Chemical Engineering, BS, May 2016
Alicia Claire Ratcliffe, Mechanical Engineering, BS, May 2017
*George Moore II., Mechanical Engineering, BS, May 2016
*John Mullins, Electrical Engineering, BS, May 2016
Lisa Melanie Schibelius, Mechanical Engineering, BS, May 2016

Teacher Education Scholar:

Keri N. Brown, Mathematics Elementary Education, BS, December 2015

Graduate Fellow:


TUSKEGEE UNIVERSITY  
Dr. Gregory V. Murphy, Campus Director

Undergraduate Scholars:

Damien J. Frederick, Electrical Engineering, BS, May 2016
*Rodney Hardy, Jr., Electrical Engineering, BS, May 2016
Ariana L. Holloway, Electrical Engineering, BS, December 2017
Tiareah B. Jakes, Electrical Engineering, BS, May 2018
Dewaynna Martin, Aerospace Engineering, BS, May 2017
Nathan Taylor, Electrical Engineering, BS, December 2017
E. Alexander Thompson, Aerospace Science Engineering, BS, May 2016
*Omar Waller, Electrical Engineering, BS, May 2016

* Denotes one year renewal of a previous Scholarship or Fellowship Award

** Denotes two year renewal of a previous Scholarship or Fellowship Award
ASCENT COMMUNITY COLLEGE SCHOLARS
Dr. John W. Steadman, Program Manager

BEVILL STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Brenton Shane Rickman, Pre-Engineering

BISHOP STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Braxton Leerick Kennedy, Chemistry/Pre-Engineering
Keith Anthony Nelson, Chemistry/Pre-Engineering
Phuoc Hung Nguyen, Electrical Engineering
Thearthur Edward Thames, Pre-Engineering
Ivey Marie Van Voast, Computer Science

JOHN C. CALHOUN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Sean David Mayers, Pre-Engineering
Sean Robert Mitchell, Pre-Engineering
Vincent Jordan Voss, Industrial Engineering

FAULKNER STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Dylan Michael Burton, Civil Engineering
Colton O’Neal DeBlieux, Pre-Engineering
Russell David McKeithen, Electrical Engineering
Lauren Gabrielle Moorer, Pre-Engineering
William Micah Pimperl, Mechanical Engineering
Cynthia Mae Salyers, Civil Engineering

LAWSON STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Brittney Nicole Terry, Pre-Engineering

LURLEEN B. WALLACE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Frederick William Riedel, Pre-Engineering